AAR-Last Stand Outside Mogilev by Roger Burley
Late in the afternoon of June 26, Feldwebel Kiebler got reports from his MMG team,
situated on the third floor of the village’s large inn, that the Russians were advancing
from the northeast along the road. He didn’t have much to hold this village on the
outskirts of Mogilev, and his orders were to stop them right here. Then he heard the
sound of incoming rockets and took cover.

Most of the Katyusha rockets
fell in the south side of the
village, on the unoccupied
portion of town. But one of his
2 squads was in the building
across the square that took a
direct hit. Kiebler’s stone
building took a direct hit in the
front right corner opening a vshaped space. While Kiebler
and his squad were recovering,
the church at the north end of
the village started to billow
smoke out the shattered
windows. This was the only
fire started by the rockets.

Lt. Buikov ordered his tanks forward, two T-34/85s raced forward. The lead tank had the
most experienced squad of Lt. Aliyev’s 1st platoon. The other T-35/85 was the crack shot
of the platoon. He would escort Buikov’s IS-2 and suppress any threats. The rest of
Aliyev’s platoon would double time it across the wheat field to the village. The tank
riders were to get to the road and engage any infantry in the forward buildings, pinning
them until the rest of the platoon could move up.
Buikov wasn’t too concerned, his big gun would probably level most of the buildings in
the village with one shot!

The rest of Buikov’s armor - a SU-100 TD and 2 T-34/76 tanks would enter from the
south and help level the village and its defenders. Another platoon (2nd) would enter
from the north to rout any survivors.
Turn 1
Buikov stopped his IS-2 in the middle of the road after exiting the woods.

The lead T-34/85 passed through a German Pz IV fire zone. The panzer's shot missed, at
which point the tank slowed down to let the infantry get off.

The crack shot T-34/85 saw the Pz IV and
adjusted aim slightly. He fired twice, hitting
and destroying the flanking tank.
View from the wheat field

Pz IV

So the Germans had someone in the village after all. Buikov thought, might as well start
leveling the village right now! He took aim at the large multi-storied building right in
front of him and fired. As he fired, he spotted MG fire from the third floor directed at Lt
Aliyev’s platoon crossing the wheat
field to his right
He watched the round impact, and
seconds later the building was on fire.
Inside that building, the MMG team
rallied and started down the stairs before
they got trapped by the fire on the third
floor. They had set up with a great field
of fire, with an alternate position to
cover an approach from the north.
Lt. Aliyev’s small command group was hit and took
slight damage, quickly rallying, but dropped back
behind the squads, who continued on.

Buikov told his loader to load more HE and hurry up.
Even with the gunner helping, it took 4 phases (out of
5 for a turn) to reload. The T-34/85 would earn their
pay today suppressing any AT opposition.

Turn 2
Feldwebel Kiebler and his platoon recovered, counted their losses, and moved to safer
positions.

From the north, Lt. Ilvanich entered the board,
keeping a group of trees and a burning tank between
the village and his platoon. He had worried about the
tall buildings at the north end of the village, but both
were burning and he wouldn’t stay in a burning
building.

From the south, the rest of the tanks started up the road echeloned to the right. The SU
and first T-34/76 would continue up the road, while the far right T-34/76 skirted the
woods to the right and approached the village through the orchard; thus establishing a
base of fire.
They were engaged by
the south flanking PZ IV,
just east of the road. The
Pz IV had a fire zone on
the road and when the
SU-100 entered it he
fired – and missed!
Immediately reloading,
[here the pull of the chits
played a big part] he was
unable to fire in the next
phase and the SU-100
could not move, but the
escort T-34/76 could and
did a left hook through
the edge of the woods
halting facing the Pz IV.
On the next chit, the SU-100 moved, the Pz IV shot and missed again. The T-34/76
could not fire – the SU-100 was in the way. On the third chit, the T-34/76 destroyed the
Pz IV, but was himself destroyed by a veteran panther positioned in the village.
In the center, the veteran
squad from the tank climbed
through the hedge and got
onto the road to be attached
by the infantry squad in the
center stone and wood
building. Receiving light
damage, but heavy
suppression, the veteran
squad wasn’t going
anywhere. The Germans
continued to chip away at its
members as they sought what
cove they could find.

Meanwhile, the reinforcing
German Panther, who just
entered the village, turned
towards the crack of tank cannon
fire.
Lt. Buikov selected a large
wooden building that he thought
the fire (that suppressed the
forward infantry squad) was
coming from; it was tough to be
sure from his angle. One solid
hit, and another fire was started.
On the northern side of the village, Lt. Ilvanich’s
platoon was advancing, when a T-34/85 dashed
across the edge of the outcropping, heading east.
They weren’t the only ones who noticed the tank,
the MMG team, having gotten out of the burning
building, was part way through setting up the
MMG behind a low retaining wall that covered
the northern approach to the village. It was not as
good as the third floor site of the big church.

The Turn ended as the Su-100,
who escaped the Pz IV rolled
through the fire zone of the
PAK-40 ATG hidden in the
orchard. The crew fired 3
rounds and one hit.
With the engine destroyed, the
crew bailed out and headed
east.

Turn 3
The center German squad had moved out to the
retaining wall and was waiting for a better
target than the T-34/85 that was heading for the
orchard in front of them.

To the north, the MMG team
spotted a squad of the approaching
platoon and fired. The squad
suffered light casualties and was
suppressed for a couple of phases.
But Ilvanich and his platoon were
alerted. The remaining squads
pressed forward and engaged the
MMG team in the village.

The crack T-34/85 did a hard left turn into the village and when the tank stopped, it was
perfect. For almost directly in its sights was the rear of a Panther with its turret pointed
the other way! As the Soviet gunner took a deep breath and steadied up on his target, the
unbuttoned Panther started to turn its turret, but not fast enough. Two shots into the
Panther and what was left of the crew bailed out heading for the adjacent buildings.
The Panzerschrek team in a small building
in the village center raced to that side of the
building and aimed at the T-34/85 across the
square. Meanwhile, Lt. Buikov had decided
to just start dropping buildings. The next
building to the right that he could see was a
small single story square building in the
center of town.
The Panzerschrek hit the T-34/85 and put it
out of action

No one will ever know if it was his
122mm HE round or the back blast of
the Panzerschrek that disintegrated the
building.
View from the wheat-field

Lt Buikov finally spotted the small arms fire that
continued to suppress the forward squad. He also
noted the MMG fire, but was not in a position to
attack the source.
To the south, the Pak 40 still covered the east
entrance of the village, but so far no other tanks
approached. The rest of the battlefield was blocked
by the burning SU-100, the woods to the right and
the village (even if they could rotate the 1½ ton
ATG without hitting the trees or the orchard stone
wall). They watched a T-34/76 race across the open
field to their east, and all they could do was hurl curses.
Lt. Aliyev finally made it to the
road. His veteran squad finally
recovered after substantial
losses.
To the north, Lt. Ilvanich and his
platoon continued to exchange
fire with the MMG team, slowly
causing casualties on both sides.
But the Germans had less men to
start with.

Turn 4
In the center, the T-34/85 and the
squad on the parapet exchanged
fire, mostly the infantry hugging
the ground and thankful that the
earlier rocket barrage had created
some craters. One brave German,
after the T-34/85 had fired its main
gun, fired a Panzerfaust at the
tank. It struck the suspension and
caused the crew to bailout.
The T34/76, that raced across the
field, joined the fight against the
parapet. This fire cut down the
German, who had fired the
Panzerfaust.
The T-34/76 also started to reload.

Lt. Buikov sighted the second floor
of the stone and wood building and
fired. This round caught the rifle
squad preparing to fire on Lt.
Aliyev's platoon crossing the road.
The Soviet squad was able to move
up around to the German’s left, out
of sight, for the most part.
This round was another solid hit, no
fire, but the squad was down for a
long count

In the north of the village, the standoff
continued, neither scoring a knockout
blow.

In the center the, much depleted squad
fired their last Panzerfaust at the T-34/76
from long range – it scored an engine hit
and the crew bailed out.

Lt. Aliyev’s platoon scrambled up the rise
in front of the stone and wood building,
entered it, and took the stunned German
squad on the second floor captive.

As Turn 4 drew to a close, Lt. Buikov possessed the only remaining tank on the
battlefield. But out there somewhere was a heavy ATG that couldn’t target him; so he
was not moving until the infantry had cleared the village and found the gun.

Inside the village, the MMG team was on
its last legs, the Panzerfaust squad,
reduced to conscript status, pulled back
and around the burning building to the
demolished small building, preparing to
attack the Soviets as they exited to clear
other buildings. Lt. Kiebler’s surviving
command team prepared to defend the
long single story building they started in.
All total, less than one squad of men
remained and they were scattered around
the village.

Nightfall was too long away to allow Kiebler’s force to exfiltrate the village. The AT
crew had already decided to destroy the gun and move to the west into Mogilev.

